Nanometric design of extraordinary hydrophobic-induced pKa shifts for aspartic acid: relevance to protein mechanisms.
Commonly a key element enabling proteins to function is an amino acid residue or residues with functional side chains having shifted pKa values. This article reports the results on a set of protein-based polymers (model proteins) that exhibit hydrophobic folding and assembly transitions, and that have been designed for the purpose of achieving large hydrophobic-induced pKa shifts by selectively replacing Val residues by Phe residues. The high molecular weight polypentapeptides, actually poly(tricosapeptides) with six varied pentamers in fixed sequence, were designed and synthesized to have the same amino acid compositions but different proximities between a single aspartic acid residue and 5 Phe residues per 30 residues. With the 5 Phe residues distal from the Asp residue, the observed pKa shift was 2.9 when compared to the Val-containing reference. With the 5 Phe residues within 1 nm of the Asp residue, the pKa shift was 6.2. This represents a free energy of interaction of 8 kcal/mole. To our knowledge, this is the largest pKa shift documented for an Asp residue in a polypeptide- or protein-water system. Data are reviewed that do not support the usual electrostatic arguments for pKa shifts of charge-charge repulsion and/or unfavorable ion self-energies arising from displacement of water by hydrophobic moieties, but rather the data are interpreted to indicate the presence of an apolar-polar repulsive free energy of hydration, which results from a potentially highly cooperative competition between apolar and polar species for hydration.